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CASE STUDIES ON SAFETY FOR CYCLE TRAFFIC
including a wide variety of traffic measurement schemes
By Dankmar Alrutz, Hans W. Fechtel and Juliane Krause
The Key Facts

According to an extensive set of case studies from the Cologne Highways
Institute, cycling can be made safe and attractive in contraflow lanes on one
way streets on shared bus lanes, in pedestrian zones and at cycleway
junctions with signals which give priority to cyclists.

Contents

The research undertaken for the Institute is probably the most comprehensive
survey of planning for cycle traffic up to 1987. Its 632 pages draw on the
experiences of the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria,
England and the USA as well as including a detailed section on the progress
made in the Federal Republic.
There are examples from Denmark, England, the Netherlands, Austria and
Switzerland of straightforward solutions which allow cyclists to use one-way
streets in contra-flow. None of these involve any expensive structural work
(see Fig 1).
Examples of bus lanes or cycle-streets used jointly by buses and cyclists are
given from England, Denmark, the USA and the German towns of
Hildesheim, Siegen, Hanau, Hannover and Erlangen. The recommended road
width for such shared lanes is more than 3.50 metres. Bus frequency should
nnot exceed 20 buses per peak period hour (see Fig 2).
In the Netherlands, the number of accidents involving motorists turning left
or right and cyclists riding straight ahead has been significantly reduced by
installing an extra traffic light phase for cyclists; this does not conflict with
the signals for motorists. However, this reduction is in part offset by serious
accidents caused by going through the lights on red. This resulted from the
extra phase which led to longer waiting periods, which some cyclists found
unacceptable.
Two schemes show that it is possible to reverse the trend towards priority for
motor vehicles - a cycleway junction with priority in Hanover, and a traffic
light with an extra-long green phase, in Ludwigsburg. In the latter case,
motorists crossing an important cycle route normally have an extra-long red
signal which changes to green only on request.
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Fig 1: Standard values for track widths required by one-way cycle traffic leaving Basel
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